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ABSTRACT
In this research, the analytical and numerical investigation of a cylindrical shell made of
functionally graded materials (FGMs) reinforced by laminated composite subjected to
internal pressure is presented. Using the infinitesimal theory of elasticity, the analytical
solution of stress and strain in vessels made of FGMs is studied first. It is assumed that the
elasticity modulus follows a power law distribution in the thickness direction and Poisson's
ratio considered to be constant for simplicity. The results of the finite element method
using ABAQUS software for in-homogeneity constant  in the range of -2 to 2 have been
compared with the analytical results. The comparison represents good coincidence
between analytical and numerical results and confirms the accuracy of stress and strain
solutions presented for vessel made of FGMs. The stress and strain solutions in laminated
composite vessels are then investigated. Finally, modeling of FGM vessel reinforced by
composite laminates with different lay-up is taken into consideration. The obtained results
demonstrate that in the cylindrical shell reinforced by laminated composites, the maximum
stress is considerably less than the maximum stress in the pressure vessels made of just
composites or FGMs.
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1

INTRODUCTION

N

OWADAYS with ever-increasing industrial development, pressure vessels and pipes are widely used in
reactor technology, chemical industries, marine and aerospace engineering. Since in most applications, vessels
must operate under extremes of thermal and mechanical loadings, any failure or fracture will be an irreparable
disaster. So, adequate strength consideration is so important for these components.
Composite materials are suitable candidate for use in pressure vessel. For example, Adali et al. presented an
exact solution method for optimization of laminated composite vessels under internal pressure [1]. They obtained a
three-dimensional theory for anisotropic composite thick-walled cylinders subjected to symmetric loads.
Optimization of pressure vessels showed that the stacking sequence can be employed for maximum burst pressure,
effectively.
Mackerle presented a comprehensive review (1996-2004) of theoretical and practical analysis of pressure vessel
structure/components and piping. Also, he studied different analysis, applications and components of pressure
vessels [2-4]. Kabir presented internally pressurized cylindrical vessels with over-wrapped metallic liner. His
analysis results showed that metallic liner causes significant decrease in on-axis stress, in both helical and circular
layers [5]. Xia et al. performed the analysis of multi-layered filament-wound composite pipes subjected to internal
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pressure. They presented an elastic exact solution for stress and deformation distribution of these pipes [6].
Furthermore, using 3D anisotropic elasticity, they showed that the stress and displacement distributions strongly
depend on the stacking sequence.
Parnas and Nuran developed an analytical procedure to assess the behavior of a cylindrical composite structure
under loading conditions particular to the rocket motor case [7]. In their study, the classical laminate theory and the
generalized plane strain model were used to formulate the elasticity problem. Also, they studied different loading
conditions consist of axial force and body force due to rotation, temperature and moisture variations throughout the
body for a cylindrical vessel subjected to internal pressure. They analyzed a cylindrical pressure vessel using two
thick-walled and thin-walled solution approaches. Then they showed that for composite pressure vessels with a
radius ratio (outer to inner radius ratio) up to 1.1, two approaches give the same results in terms of the optimum
winding angle and burst pressure. Also, they showed that the thick-walled analysis is required as this ratio increases
[7]. Furthermore, the results showed that the maximum angular velocity is strongly influenced by the thickness of
the vessel. Therefore, the thin-walled analysis is said to be an average but a safe solution.
Hocine et al. studied a vessel made of carbon/epoxy envelope coated on metallic liner, experimentally and
analytically. They presented an exact solution of stresses and strains on cylindrical section of vessel under
mechanical loading. Also, they validated the analytical results by manufacturing and testing some prototype vessels
[8]. Stresses, strains and displacements obtained from the analytical solution [8] are in good agreement with the
numerical results obtained from finite element software (ANSYS 11.0).
Baoping et al. presented the reliability-based load and resistance factor design of composite pressure vessel
subjected to external hydrostatic pressure. Compared with the deterministic design methods, the probabilistic design
method provides some advantages such as more accurate failure probabilities and avoids costly over-design and
conservative manufacturing of composite vessels [9].
Despite many advantages of full-composite pressure vessels, they have some limitations such as stress
concentration, crack at high temperature and leakage. In the other hand, functionally graded materials (FGMs) have
known advantages such as smooth change of physical and mechanical properties. Recently, there has been growing
interest in materials deliberately fabricated so that their mechanical properties vary continuously in space on the
macroscopic scale [10]. Many studies are done by researchers on analysis of FGM pressure vessel or disc [10-13].
For example, Tutuncu and Murat presented an exact solution of stresses in FGM pressure vessels. They used
infinitesimal elasticity theory and isotropic materials assumption to obtain closed-form solutions for stresses and
displacements in cylindrical and spherical FGM vessels subjected to internal pressure [14]. Poisson’s ratio was
assumed to be constant and radially varying elastic modulus was approximated by E (r )  E0r  , in which r is away
from inner to outer radius. Their results showed that more stiffness is needed near the inner surface for better
resistance against applied internal pressure. Thus, by decreasing the stiffness in the radial direction, stress increases
compared to homogenous case.
Using the infinitesimal theory of elasticity, Dai et al. [10] obtained exact solution of FGM cylindrical and
spherical vessels subjected to internal pressure and a uniform magnetic field. Same as [14] the material constants
follow power functions in the radial direction. Numerical results showed that the gradient index  has a great effect
on the magneto-elastic stress and perturbation of magnetic field vector.
Also, Tutuncu studied the stresses of thick-walled FGM vessels with variable exponential properties in another
work and considered the exponentially-varying elastic modulus throughout thickness in the form of E (r )  E0 er
[15]. Shariyat et al. [11] developed analytical and numerical elasto-dynamic solutions for long thick-walled
functionally graded cylinders subjected to arbitrary dynamic and shock pressures. Variations of the material
properties across the thickness are described according to both polynomial and power law functions. A numerically
consistent transfinite element formulation is presented for both functions whereas the exact solution is presented for
the power law function. Results obtained for various exponents of the functions of the material properties
distributions, various radius ratios, and various dynamic and shock loads.
Rotating disc and pressure vessel have similar steps to formulation. So using FGMs rotating disc is suitable.
Ghorbanpour et al. [12-13] presented a semi-analytical solution for magneto-thermo-elasticity problem and steady
state conduction heat transfer of a thin axisymmetric FG rotating disk with variable [12] and constant [13] thickness.
The material properties of FG disc except Poisson’s ratio modeled as the power-law distribution of volume fraction.
The effects of material's grading index on the stresses, the radial displacement, the temperature, and the perturbation
of magnetic field vector of the FG rotating disk had been investigated [12]. Solution for stresses and perturbation of
magnetic field vector in a thin FG rotating disk is determined using infinitesimal theory of magneto-thermoelasticity under plane stress conditions [13].
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These researches show that analytical and numerical study of FGMs pressure vessel and rotating disc is done
extensively but they are limited only to stress and deformation analysis. Optimization of these materials is limited to
select a proper value of  in E (r )  E0 er . Despite of the FGMs, in composite pressure vessel using different
sequential arrangement [1], coating [8] and metal liner [5] are some of optimization methods.
Survey of these articles show researchers restricted their analysis to composite pressure vessels or FGM vessels.
Composite materials cause to performance improvement and material saving of vessels. However, the major
disadvantage of these materials is rapid changes of interface properties of layers, which causes stress concentration,
matrix cracking and delamination. Additionally carbon/epoxy composite vessels, have a lot of pores that cause
leakage of component. As the FGMs are new materials with desirable properties and composite material with high
strength to weight fraction, combination of these two materials is a new idea to gain FGMs advantages to improve
composite disadvantages. However, a research on stress and strain distribution in hybrid vessels made of FGMs
reinforced by laminated composite is a new approach to find new material with prominent properties. In this study,
FGMs are used to reduce the stress concentration, control crack growth and to prevent leakage of fluid in composite
pressure vessel.
For these purposes, first analytical solution of thick-walled FGM pressure vessels is considered. Then, numerical
study is conducted using the ABAQUS commercial software. After that, numerical study of FGM pressure vessels
reinforced by laminated composite subjected to internal pressure is accomplished. Finally, stress distribution in
composite vessel, FGM vessel and hybrid vessel are compared and evaluated.
2 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF FGM VESSELS
FGMs vessels are thick-wall or thin-wall cylinders that contain fluids for different applications. A schematic of
finite element model of the vessel is shown in Fig. 1. For a composite vessel or FGM vessel, FGM or composite
thickness is zero, respectively. The radial coordinate r and the displacement u are normalized as r  r and
R
u
where R is the outer radius of the cylinder. Poisson's ratio is assumed to be constant and radially varying
u
R
elastic modulus is approximated by E (r )  E0r  . Since r is away from zero and ranges in (a,R), by adjusting the
constants E0 and  , it is possible to obtain physically properties results.

Fig. 1
Schematic of FGM pressure vessels reinforced by
laminated composites subjected to internal pressure.

Assuming plane strain and axisymmetry of cylindrical coordinate problem [14-15] the only non-trivial
equilibrium equation is expressed in terms of:
 r  r  

0
r
r

(1)

where r and  are radial and circumferential stresses, respectively. Substituting the strain-displacement relation
and constitutive equation in equilibrium equations, the following equation is obtained [14-15]:
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In which v and ur are Poisson’s ratio and radial displacement, respectively. Applying differentiation and simplifying
the above equation, the Cauchy-Euler equation (Eq. 3) is obtained [14-15].
 v

r 2u r  (  1)ru r  
 1 u r  0
 (1  v ) 

v* 

v
(1  v )

(3)

For the numerical values of 2    2 and  *  0.3 considered in this paper, there are only distinct real roots. For
distinct real roots, the exact solution is:
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The constants A and B are determined from the boundary conditions. According to Fig. 1, the boundary
conditions of the problem can be defined as pressure on the inner surface equal to -P and zero pressure on the outer
surface.
a
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r
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(6)

Utilizing Eq. (6), these constants are obtained as follows [14-15]:
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Finally the expressions for the radial and circumferential stresses are derived as follows [14-15]:
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THICK-WALLED FGM CYLINDRICAL VESSEL MODELING

Numerical analysis of thick-walled cylindrical vessel is performed using the ABAQUS, finite element commercial
software. Geometric and material properties and boundary conditions are given in Table 1. After simulation, in order
to eliminate boundary conditions effects on stress values, the stress results are read far from the vessel edges. As
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there isn’t any defined element to model FGMs in the ABAQUS software, thick-wall cylinder partitioning method is
used in form of parallel concentric cylinders. Then, according to E (r )  E0r  relation, elastic properties of each
cylinder is allocated. This model is a precise approximation method to simulate the FGM vessel.
Table 1
Geometric parameters, elastic constants and boundary condition of the model
ν
E0 (GPa)
R (mm)
0.3
72
30

a (mm)
50

P (MPa)
7

Fig. 2
Stress distribution of FGM vessel modeling under
internal pressure.

Table 2
Radial and circumferential stresses of FGM cylinder for   1
Analytical[14-15]
FEM
R (mm)
r (MPa)
 (MPa)
r (MPa)

30.0
32.5
35.0
37.5
40.0
42.5
45.0
47.5
50.0

-7.00
-5.61
-4.44
-3.44
-2.57
-1.81
-1.14
-0.54
0.00

11.17
10.88
10.67
10.51
10.40
10.33
10.28
10.25
10.24

-6.98
-5.60
-4.44
-3.44
-2.57
-1.81
-1.14
-0.54
0.00

 (MPa)

11.73
11.37
11.10
10.90
10.75
10.64
10.57
10.52
9.98

Error (%)
r (MPa)
0.24
0.21
0.19
0.17
0.14
0.12
0.21
0.00
0.00

 (MPa)

5.01
4.48
4.03
3.66
3.34
3.06
2.83
2.62
2.57

In Table 1.  , E , a, R and P are Poisson’s ratio, elastic modulus, inner radius, outer radius and internal
pressure of the vessel, respectively. Modeling and simulation is done for numerical values of   2, 1.5,1, 2 . Stress
distribution of finite element modeling of the FGM vessel is shown in Fig. 2.
Radial and circumferential stress values from the analytical solution and the finite element method (FEM), and
the difference between them for in-homogeneity constant   1 is given in Table 2. In this table, the maximum
difference between the analytical and the numerical values of the radial and the circumferential stress is about 0.24%
and 5%, respectively. This difference has maximum value at the inner radius and minimum value at the outer radius.
As the inner radius is subjected to pressure, Saint-Venant’s principle has effected on FEM results and maximum
error exists in this radius. Increase the radius made this effect decrease and the results are precise. The ratio of radial
stress in the FGM shell (F) to the homogeneous shell (H) is shown in the Fig. 3. These values are obtained from the
analytical solution [14-15]. The Fig. 4 shows the same stress ratio for the numerical solution using the ABAQUS
finite element software. The analytical and numerical results have been depicted in two distinct figures for better
illustration of differences. Also, the figures are plotted based on dimensionless r/R parameters. The similarities and
results consistent between the two figures are recognizable, clearly. Thus numerical results of FEM and precise
mathematical analysis have good agreement and errors always are less than 5%.
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Fig. 3
Radial stress distribution in FGM cylinder using analytical
method [14-15].

Fig. 4
Radial stress distribution in FGM cylinder using FEM.

4 MODELING FGM CYLINDRICAL SHELL REINFORCED BY COMPOSITES LAMINATES
In this section, the hybrid cylindrical model, that is FGM cylindrical shell reinforced by composite laminates, is
studied. In this model, outer and inner radius of the vessel is considered to be 55 mm and 50 mm, respectively. Also,
internal surface is subjected to 10 MPa pressure. The hybrid shell consists of FGM and composite laminates with
thickness of 3 and 2 mm, respectively. Each FGM layer has 1 mm thickness and the its elastic properties are defined
using power law relation E (r )  E0r  . Furthermore, the composite part of the shell consists of four layers with 0.5
mm thickness, made of carbon/epoxy (T300/934). The elastic properties of unidirectional carbon/epoxy composite
laminates are mentioned in Table 3.
Table 3
Elastic properties of unidirectional carbon/epoxy ply [16]
E yy (GPa)
E xx (GPa)

141.6

10.3

Gxy (GPa)

Vxy

3.88

0.268

where E xx is the longitudinal modulus, E yy is transverse modulus, Gxy is the shear modulus, and Vxy is the major
Poisson’s ratio. In order to verify the results obtained from the hybrid vessel and have a suitable comparison, FGM
and full-composite vessels are modeled with 5 mm thickness. Fig. 5 shows the maximum on-axis stress distribution
in FGM cylindrical shell which consists of 5 layers with 1mm thickness and in-homogeneity constant of   2 . Also,
the maximum on-axis stress distribution in a composite cylindrical shell with symmetric stacking sequences [+53/53]10S is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5
Maximum principal stress distribution in FGM cylinder (   2 ).

Fig. 6
Maximum on-axis stress distribution in symmetric [+53/-53]10S
laminated composite cylinder.

Fig. 7
Maximum on-axis stress distribution in unsymmetric [+53/-53]10T
laminated composite cylinder.

The stress of FGMs vessel increases from inner layer to outer layer in step form, regularly as shown in Fig.5.
This step form stress started from 92.5 MPa and increased to 107.7 MPa. Also, difference between each step is
almost similar (3.7 MPa). The minimum and maximum stresses in composite vessel are 163 and 228 MPa,
respectively (Fig. 6). The stress distribution same as stacking sequence is symmetric.
The distribution of on-axis stress for unsymmetric layup [+53 /-53]10T is shown in Fig.7. The minimum and
maximum on-axis stresses in fiber direction for this layup are almost 190 MPa and 192.4 MPa, respectively. Clearly,
the stress fluctuation in this arrangement is much less than symmetric layup. Furthermore, comparisons of these
three figures show that the stresses in the composite shell are higher than FGM shells. In the composite cylinder all
the laminates have the same orthotropic properties, whereas in FGM cylinder, material properties aren’t constant and
improve throughout the thickness. This material changes are the main reason of decrease and control stress in the
FGM vessels.
The stress distribution in the hybrid FGM-Laminated composite vessel is different. Figs. 8 and 9 show the
maximum stress distribution in hybrid cylindrical FGM shells reinforced by symmetrical and unsymmetrical
laminated composite materials, respectively. In these models in-homogeneity constant is   2 .
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Fig. 8
Maximum stress distribution in FGM-Composite cylinder with
symmetric [+53/-53]4S laminates (   2 ).

Fig. 9
Maximum stress distribution in FGM-Composite cylinder with
unsymmetric [+53/-53]4T laminates (   2 ).

The stress distributions in the FGM part of both arrangements are the same. The stepped stresses are about 128
MPa, 135 MPa and 140 MPa. After FGM layout, there is a considerable fall in stress value in both layups. The stress
of the symmetric arrangement after this fall is almost constant (93.75 MPa), whereas, the stress of the unsymmetric
composite laminates oscillates between 93.5 and 94 MPa. This stress reduction and oscillation damping in the
reinforced shell are significant. This is one of the benefits of the laminated composite reinforcement idea.
5

STACKING SEQUENCES EFFECTS

In this section, different stacking sequences implied to the FGM vessel to study optimization effects of these
changes. First, for better comparison with the hybrid vessel, numerical analysis for laminated composite vessel with
[+55/-30]10S and [+55/-30]10T layups are studied. These symmetric and unsymmetric sequences are chosen to find
optimum layups. The results of this analysis are presented in Figs. 10-11.

Fig. 10
Maximum on-axis stress distribution in composite cylinder with
symmetric [+55/-30]10S layup.

Fig. 11
Maximum on-axis stress distribution in composite cylinder with
unsymmetric [+55/-30]10T layup.
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The Fig.10 shows the maximum on-axis stresses distribution in symmetric composite cylinder with [+55/-30]10S
layups. As it is clear from this figure, the minimum and the maximum stresses are relied between 122 MPa and 129
MPa and between 203 MPa and 206 MPa, respectively. The stress distribution of unsymmetric [+55/-30]10T layup
shows that the stresses are relied almost between 140 to 170 MPa. The stress oscillation of this layup decreases
along the inner plies to the outer plies. So, unsymmetric sequence has less average maximum on-axis stress and less
stress change than symmetric sequence.
After the composite vessel study, hybrid FGM-laminated composite vessel using these sequences is analyzed.
The stress distributions of the FGM vessel reinforced by [+55/-30]4S and [+55/-30]4T composite layups are obtained
using FEM analysis and shown in Figs. 12-13.

Fig. 12
Maximum stress distribution in FGM-composite cylindrical shell
with symmetric [+55/-30]4S layup (   2 ).

Fig. 13
Maximum stress distribution in FGM-composite cylindrical shell
with unsymmetric [+55/-30]4T layup (   2 ).

Fig.14
Maximum stress distribution in FGM-composite cylinder with
symmetric [+45/-45]4S layup.

As shown in Figs. 12-13, the stress distribution of the FGM layers in both arrangements are equal. The stress
steps of the FGMs layers are 110 MPa, 115 MPa and 119 MPa. Like the hybrid vessels studied in section 4, there is
a stress fall after the FGM layers. Here, the stress is fallen to 90 MPa on the +55 degree layer; but on the -30 degree
layer a significant increase up to 145 MPa can be seen.
The reason of the stress distribution differences is the symmetric and unsymmetric layups of the two stacking
sequences. In the symmetric and unsymmetric layups, the stress distribution is symmetric and unsymmetric,
respectively. It should be noted that the maximum stress of the FGM-composite pressure vessel is equal to the
minimum stress of the composite pressure vessel. So, the FGM-composite vessel is more efficient than the
composite vessel.
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Furthermore, for better study of layups, another stacking sequence is considered. As the above sequences used
30° and 55° ply, 45° ply could be another choice for laminates. So, the angle-ply [+45/-45] laminated composite
material is chosen for reinforcement. The stress distribution in the FGM-composite cylindrical shell with symmetric
layup [+45/-45]4S is shown in Fig.14.
The stresses of the FGM layers from inner to outer radius of vessel are 116 MPa, 121 MPa and 125 MPa,
respectively. These stresses are a little higher than [+55/-30]4S and [+55/-30]4T composite layups (about 5.5%). After
the FGM layers, the stress decreases throughout the composite layers up to 115 MPa. This stress drop is very
significant and remains nearly constant in the laminated composite materials.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a new method to reinforce the FGM cylindrical pressure vessel by the composite laminates is
presented. Analysis of the stress and the strain in the pressure vessel made of functionally graded material are
studied, analytically and numerically. The results of the FEM are in good agreement with the exact solution. This
results show that the FEM is sufficiently accurate for modeling the FGM vessel. In the FGM vessel the radial stress
increases and the circumferential stress decreases with increasing of in-homogeneity constant between -2 and 2.
Also, results show that in the hybrid vessel stress distribution depend on stacking sequences of composite cylindrical
vessel, directly, so that if the layup stacking sequence is being symmetric/unsymmetric, the stress distribution is
symmetric/unsymmetric, respectively. Also, the stress values of composite layers usually are very high.
In the hybrid cylindrical vessel, the stresses at the interface between the FGM and the composite layers decrease
for all studied arrangements, significantly. The amount of reduction depends on layups, quietly. Among the study of
different stacking sequences, [+53/-53] angles have the maximum stress reduction equal to 33% in some examples.
According to the different sample modeling, it seems when the angle of reinforcing laminates approaches to the
optimum angle in twisting fiber in filament winding method (almost 54.7°), the stress reduction will be further and
reinforcement will done better.
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